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Ozone layer worksheets grade 6

To enjoy our website, we ask that you confirm your identity as a human being. Thank you so much for your support. Read the suggested reading level of the sax-pert and you-level edHelper: Grade 6 to 12 Flysc-Kind grade level: 7.11 Vocabulary Challenging Words: Rereading, Radiation, Component, Reaction, Variable, Atmosphere Variable, Ultraviolet,
Conversation, Prices, Atom, Environment, Guess, Know, Know, Innow, Karea, Fog, Industrial Material Words: Print the CA's screen from the South Pole and print the ability to read the print immediately immediately of a proof reading Activity and you are being taken by Sandi Gragg 1. Who has a pareth, and why are people concerned about this problem?
Scientists have discovered that its pert is getting thinner. Some predict that the sun's rays will be caused by a sharp increase in deaths from skin cancer in the next 50 years. These harmful ears can also damage the eyes, cause wrinkles, and cause other health problems. 2 contains a form of oxygen called the karea. The inu consists of three oxygen atoms.
O3 has a chemical formula. Oxygen innow make up about 21% of all the gas in the earth's atmosphere. They contain two atoms of oxygen and are labeled O2. Our environment is most established by a conversation between oxygen inu and ultraviolet radiation from us (UV) from the sun. When ultraviolet radiation kills an oxygen inu, it can cause the ino-
oxygen to break apart in an atom. These single atoms are very reactive, and can be a configure of oxygen to form an oxygen atom. 3 Individually say we call the screen. However, it is not a very thicknessy. There are usually less than three to four for every 10,000,000 innows of air. That's why it's known as a trese gas, meaning that only the tres (very small)
amounts exist. We are lucky that this small amount makes a big difference. Paragraph 4 to 8: For the full story with questions: Click here for print weekly reading books to prepare weekly reading books for the entire week at the same time! Comments on Healthy Life And You Healthy Life More Lessons High School Reading Compreanus and High School
Reading Lessons Health Copyright © 2018 edHelper Science &gt; &gt; Earth Science &gt; &gt; What is the Environment? A gas is made of innothatis that is set by three oxygen atoms. Its ino formula is O3. When sunlight comes, oxygen kills the inu (O2) and breaks them down into individual atomic. Join these individual atoms again O2 with inno and o3
making, or with. What is it? The path of high in the earth's atmosphere, called the kaaah, is its fairly high concentration when the sun kills oxygen innow. This part of this environment is called Baname. We are set up in the atmosphere from oxygen innow, why is that what kind of a pare is important? The famous inns in the environment provide us with
significant protection from the rays of the sun. Specifically, these innos are good in some ultraviolet cancers that can cause sanburn and skin cancer. How is it? It turns out that certain types of innocans can cause a chemical reaction when they come into contact with IA Inu. It causes the breaking and ultraviolet light to absorb. Important inns that are
destroying the Chalorofloorucaru-arbea or are called the cuffs. Challorofloorocarubaaba (Cifx) are a group of Chlorovluorocarbabao chemicals that are made only from chloren, flaorini, carbon and hydrogen. They were first used as refrigerants to keep things cold. A lot of people understood the chemical of the Cuffex Miracle. Finally they were used in various
types of products including air-conditioner, spray can, fire-extinguishing, and manufacturing foam. Unfortunately, the cuffs can eventually find their way into the earth's environment and its atmosphere. Once they go there they say they end up or become thin. The link between the 1974 scientists Sherry Rholland and Mario Mulna's restrictions has been
discovered and cuffex banned in The Cuffex. The cuffs were somewhat organized, but 1987 it is an agreement that called the Montreal Protocol which tried to stop the production and use of cuffs around the world. The cuffs were banned and completely abolished in the developed countries of 2000 this year. For the past long time due to the cuffs, there is a
hole on the antarctic effects on health, which will likely continue to thin for some time in the future. It will increase the risk of sanburn and skin cancer. Skin cancer can be very dangerous. This is why you should always wear a screen to protect your skin when you are out in the sun for a long time. Strong ultraviolet can also damage your eyes. You can protect
them wearing sun. What can we do about it? We can't do anything about the cuffs that were going on before the ban, but there are things we can do: old refrigerators-if you have refrigerators made before 1995, it probably uses a tabrid made of cuffs. Get a new refrigerator and make sure the old person is delivered properly. Air conditioning-old air
conditioners, made before 1994, are usually used as a CCF. If you still have one of them, it's time to get rid of it and buy a new one Even the new air-conditioner used chemicals called the hookfox. Although better for the hookfox, they still contribute to the stopover, so try and use a bit of air conditioning possibly. A lot of fom-fom products contain cuffs. Try
and use various baking materials like the chromepallad old newspapers. The facts about ' '' to '' means smelly in Greek because gas is a strong smell. CFCs are highly stable and can last for up to 100 years. Unfortunately, it gives them a lot of time to find their way. A cffc can destroy a 100,000-kg inu. Ultraviolet can also have bad effects on nature. They can
kill the plyanctan, which is a great source of food in the sea food chain. The part on The Antarctic is very thin. Sometimes it is called a hole. Activities take a ten-question question about this page. Science &gt; &gt; Earth Science &gt; &gt; Environment
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